“nicer appearance, superior flavor”

— TROY MAINS, EXECUTIVE CHEF, HARRASEEKET INN
NAMED CHEF OF THE YEAR IN 2018 BY THE MAINE RESTAURANT ASSOCIATION
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“Springworks greens are outstanding. The flavor is impeccable—you can actually taste the lettuce—and
the vibrant color looks fantastic on the plate. It’s quality I count on every week. I also love that Springworks
is local and a clean, sustainable operation. And there’s never any waste. It’s all good.”
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“and there’s never any waste”
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— SCOTT JOHNSON, EXECUTIVE CHEF, MAINE GENERAL
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The quality of Springworks’ product really stands out. Their greens have a longer shelf life, nicer
appearance, and superior flavor. The volume of their product is incredibly high—so we get more yield per
pound. It’s great to be supporting a local business, which means something to our guests, too. Springworks
provides great service. I especially appreciate the way they adapt to our needs, based on demand.
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Springworks Farm uses the wonders of aquaponics to grow nutritious greens bursting with flavor,

365 days a year. We’re the largest aquaponic farm in New England, and the first in the region
to be certified organic. Thanks to our innovative systems, the greens you eat in February are as
tasty and crisp as an August harvest.

Local v. long distance
Produce grown in California travels more than 2,000 miles to reach New England shelves. That’s a lot of time

in transit while the freshness clock is ticking. Not to mention the carbon

footprint. Springworks

greens reach customers in Maine and neighboring states within hours of harvest. Our greens are fresh
and they’ll stay that way for two weeks. We guarantee it.

What do fish have to do with it?
Aquaponics is a growing system that takes advantage
of a symbiotic relationship between plants and fish.
The system is populated with beneficial bacteria that
convert fish waste into nutrients that feed plants
grown in water. The plants naturally clean the water,
which is then recirculated back to the fish. The process
is

organic

and

clean,

eliminating the need for

pesticides. And it’s sustainable year-round—ideal for
a Maine farm, at the mercy of a short growing season.
The best part? Aquaponic farming produces high-quality,
great-tasting greens that stay fresher longer.

Springworks is as much about being a clean, sustainable farming solution as growing magnificent
food. Our eco-friendly credentials include using 90

percent less water than conventional
agriculture, while being 15 times more productive.

GROWING
FULL
CIRCLE

Baby Red Romaine:
Vibrant, multicolor
leaves and fresh
bold flavor. Makes
a vivacious salad,
jazzes up your favorite
sandwich, and it’s
great on the grill.
The adventurous might
try creating a dish
around the whole head.

Green Leaf: Fresh and
flavorful, the way lettuce
should taste. Curly leaves
create loft and plate
beautifully. Our green
leaf brings out the best in
whatever you serve with
it. Use as the foundation
for a sensational salad,
burger topping, or lettuce
roll-up—a family favorite.

Our most popular greens!

Baby Green Romaine:
Rich flavor, satisfying
crunch, and deep green
leaves. The underpinning
of a delicious Caesar
salad—whether casually
tossed or halved and
dressed on the plate.

Bibb: Elegant and
versatile with a velvety,
soft texture and luxurious
flavor. Elevates the
average sandwich or
wrap, perfection on a
lobster roll, and lends
itself to feats of culinary
creativity.

“So tasty, you can skip the dressing.”
That’s what some of our farm stand customers say about

HANNAFORD SUPERMARKET, YARMOUTH

our greens. We suggest a drizzle of olive oil on the
bibb and a light Caesar on the romaine. In addition
to their exquisite

flavor, our voluminous

leaves plate beautifully.

JEFF BUERHAUS, OWNER & HEAD CHEF, WALTER’S

“I love what this company is doing.
They’re smart, young, and innovative.
And they produce consistently great lettuce.
Their salad mix is a staple here; the green
leaf adds a really nice crunch to our burgers,
and the baby romaines make a
hardy, delicious Caesar.”
— RYAN LOWELL, HEAD CHEF, GRITTY’S

Our Origin Story
Founder and chief innovator, Trevor Kenkel, started Springworks in 2014, at the age of 19.
His goal: finding a way to grow healthy food that wouldn’t harm the environment.
The Montana native grew up in a “kid’s paradise,” gaining an early appreciation for nature. While still a
child he witnessed the deleterious effect of conventional agricultural methods on beloved local streams
and wildlife. The experience motivated him to explore more holistic solutions, and he began to grow
his own organic vegetables. His burgeoning interest eventually led to the emerging field of aquaponics,
which he admired for its intrinsic efficiency and sustainability.
In high school, Trevor worked summer jobs to fund a series of
experiments that culminated in a 2,000-gallon greenhouse
system, producing enough greens to feed his family year-round
and supply local restaurants.
With the Montana prototype
a success and a strong desire
to explore the system at scale, Trevor developed a business plan
and secured financial backing. Springworks was launched in Trevor’s
freshman year at Bowdoin College (where he majored in biology and
economics). The original 6,000 square-foot greenhouse in Lisbon,
Maine yielded 250,000 heads of lettuce in its first year.

The expanding present and the unlimited future
To meet strong demand from a growing customer base, a new 12,000

square-foot greenhouse came

online in 2019. While it more than doubles our size, our production capacity has nearly quadrupled. The company’s
growth also creates more green jobs for Mainers, expanding our team to over 30 employees.

“At Springworks, we continue to explore the balance between
biological systems and business needs, while contributing to
the health and nutrition of the communities we serve.”
— TREVOR KENKEL

At Springworks, our signature quality is innovation. With each expansion we’ve fine-tuned our systems and
improved the science with an eye to production at greater and greater scale. And while the future may find us
expanding to new regions, Springworks greens will always be locally grown, in a town like yours.

Organic
Aquaponically Grown

Local

347 Lisbon Street • Lisbon, Maine 04250 • 207-407-4207
springworksfarm.com

